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SINGLE SIDED DISPLAY
Using the included 5/32” hex wrench, attach the bottom half of the pole 
assembly (B) to the steel baseplate (A). Upon shipment arrival, the 1/4-20 x 1” 
pan head socket screw may be already threaded into the bottom half of the 
pole assembly and will need to be removed first. The bottom half of the pole 
assembly will feature the threaded bolt and light gray divider ring at top.

Screw the top half (C) of the pole assembly onto the bolt of the bottom half.

Remove the 1/4-20 x 1” pan head socket screw from the top of the top half 
(D). Place the single-sided display with attachment bracket onto the pole 
assembly. Use the hex wrench to tighten the screw into place.
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DOUBLE SIDED DISPLAY
Using the included 5/32” hex wrench, attach the bottom section of the pole 
assembly (B) to the steel baseplate (A). Upon shipment arrival, the 1/4-20 x 1” 
pan head socket screw may be already threaded into the bottom section of the 
pole assembly and will need to be removed first. The bottom section of the 
pole assembly will feature the threaded bolt and light gray divider ring at top.

Screw the middle section (C) of the pole assembly onto the bolt of the bottom 
section. Attach the top section (D) to the two assembled sections (B + C).

Remove the 1/4-20 x 1” pan head socket screw from the top section (D). Place 
the double-sided display (E) onto the pole assembly. Use the hex wrench to 
tighten the screw into place.
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